
INGREDIENTS

Watermelon-Tomato Salad
S E R V E S

WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS

This salad screams summer, but to ensure that the fruity �avors didn’t get drowned out, we had to devise a
way to tame the juiciness of both fruits before combining them in a dressed salad. To do this, we tossed the
cubes of watermelon with sugar and let them drain. We tossed the cherry tomatoes with a little salt and set
them aside while the watermelon drained before tossing both together. To gently balance the melon’s
sweetness, we added thinly sliced shallot for delicate onion �avor. Fresh basil lent brightness, torn bits of
fresh mozzarella added substance, and a simple vinaigrette of olive oil, cider vinegar, and lemon brought
everything together.

Serves 4

4 cups seedless watermelon, cut into 1-inch

cubes

2 teaspoons sugar

12 ounces yellow cherry tomatoes, halved

Salt and pepper

2 tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil, plus

extra for drizzling

1 tablespoon cider vinegar

½ teaspoon grated lemon zest plus 1

tablespoon juice

1 shallot, sliced into thin rings

¼ cup fresh basil leaves, torn

6 ounces fresh mozzarella cheese, torn into

1-inch pieces

This salad bene�ts from a liberal sprinkling of salt and pepper, so don’t be shy when
seasoning the mozzarella.
*

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Gently combine watermelon and sugar in large bowl. Transfer watermelon to colander
and set colander in now-empty bowl. Cover colander with plastic wrap and refrigerate for
30 minutes.
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INSTRUCTIONS

Toss tomatoes, 1/4 teaspoon salt, and 1/4 teaspoon pepper together in small bowl; set
aside.
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Whisk oil, vinegar, lemon zest and juice, 1/2 teaspoon salt, and 1/4 teaspoon pepper
together in large bowl. Add shallot, basil, drained watermelon, and tomatoes and toss
gently to combine. Transfer to platter and evenly scatter mozzarella over top. Drizzle with
extra oil and season with salt and pepper to taste. Serve.
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